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Japanese patent application translation

TMI was established in 1990. The firm's goal has been to create a unique law practice specializing in intellectual property that offers unrivalled experience and results. TMI specialties include patents, tool models, designs, trademarks and copyrights. Within intellectual property applications, and with a particular focus on patents, TMI offers a world-class ability
to handle domestic and foreign applications in all technical fields. A team of expert specialists covers a wide range of industries including mechanical, electrical and semiconductor, chemical and materials, bio and pharmaceuticals, medical equipment, energy and environmental technology and software and I.T. The company also has the ability to handle
domestic and foreign applications of designs and trademarks in all fields through specialists in each field. TMI puts an important on deadline management and administrative work, managed by the latest systems and highly experienced paralegals and support staff of different nationalities. The firm, in its 30-year history, has won the trust of customers inside
and outside Japan, placing a high focus on maintaining a working knowledge of the latest legal trends and an ability to handle complex cases. • Biotechnology • Chemistry • Control technique • Electrical engineering • Food • Information and communication technology • Materials • Mechanical engineering • Medical equipment • Pharmaceutical equipment •
Pharmaceuticals • Semiconductors Languages Permissible languages For specification when submitting to obtain archiving date Japanese or English Language of translation (language) Japanese PCT National / regional phase possible Yes Deadline to enter national / regional phase 30 months from submission/priority date Time limit for submission
translation 30 months from submission/priority date or within 2 months from entering the national phase, the one that expires later Paris Convention / Direct time limit for submission translation 14 months from priority date Certification required for translation No certified copy of priority application required Yes, 16 months from priority date Translation of
priority program required No, only by the certificate , to be archived together with priority document Certification required for translation of priority application No EP Required translations I/A Requirements for submission in Japan An applicant in Japan may require priority based on a patent application filed in another country that is a signer of the Paris
Convention or the TRIPS Agreement. A Japanese application can be submitted with a copy of the specification in English or Japanese, drawings, where necessary, and the following information: Name and address of the inventor(s) Name and address of the assigned Priority Rights Date and Country Priority Application Number (if assigned) Note: For a PCT
national entry, we will obtain the above information, requirements and specification from the PCT publication, if it was published in English. Please inform us about the PCT application number (and the publication number for the confirmation). Priority Document A certified priority document must be archived within one year and four months from the first
archiving date of a priority-based application. When the priority is based on an application from the European Patent Office (EPO), the priority document does not need to be archived due to an electronic transmission system established between the EPO and the Japanese Patent Office (JPO). Proxy JPO does not require a power of attorney for a patent
lawyer to submit a patent application. A power of attorney is required if the invention is finally rejected and appealed, or if the patent is granted, opposed and blacked out. If such courses of action arise, our policy is to provide a proxy form to the client in accordance with our instructions. Application language Although all JPO negotiations are carried out in
Japanese language, it is possible to submit an initial patent application in English. In this case, a Japanese translation must be archived within two months of the first submission date along with an additional fee. Although the submission date of the application will be the English application, it is the Japanese translation that will be examined. The English
specification can be used as a basis for making minor word corrections to the Japanese specification, although the English specification itself may not change. Electronic filing JPO facilitates electronic filing of patent applications and charges a significant data entry fee for paper applications. However, PCT applications cannot be archived electronically.
Specification JPO rules are quite milder about the form of a specification. The detailed explanation of the invention must describe the invention in a way that is sufficiently clear and complete for the invention to be carried out by a person who has common skill in art. Japanese applications usually follow the following format: Industrial application Previous art
Problems with that invention is to solve means to solve the problems Executions of the invention Effects of the invention In addition, as much information as possible should be included in the body of the specification. This is advisable because JPO is very strict about the introduction of new case in a program and rarely allows new requirements in the
program unless the language is specially recited in the body of specification. Japanese claims practice There is no limit to the number of claims. However, each claim beyond the first additional official fees for material examination and maintenance. As a consequence of the surcharges, Japanese patents tend to average fewer claims than their corresponding
US or European patents. However, we encourage the inclusion of claims prepared with an eye to maximising licence fees and potential damage rates. Specific requirements that include the most profitable potential applications for technology should also be included. Preliminary applications Although JPO does not have a formal system for preliminary
applications found in the United States, it is possible to submit patent applications temporarily in Japan. Japanese patent applications may require domestic priority based on previously filed Japanese patent applications. Embodiments, drawings and requirements can be added to new patent applications. The first application will automatically be abandoned
without examination if a new application claims a domestic priority based on the first application. In the above, the first application only needs to satisfy formalities as an existence of a requirement. For example, by repeating the title of the invention in requirement 1, this formality can be satisfied. By revealing the most important execution with such a simple
claim, an earlier filing date can be obtained. This first application therefore has the same effect as a U.S. preliminary application. Please also note that this first program may be a priority base for the programs filed outside Japan. PCT applications As in other countries, the national phase in Japan must be an accurate translation of the originally submitted
PCT program. It is therefore important for those who prepare PCT applications to assess the patent situation in all countries where they intend to nationalize. A pre-filing review of PCT applications should be conducted to ensure that the original PCT applications are prepared with Japanese patent practices in mind. The costs associated with entering the
Japanese national phase can be reduced by entering the national phase with only the original application, and not including any changes made under PCT Article 19 or 34. While PCT rules require translations of all Articles 19 and 34 amendments to be submitted when they enter a national phase, the only effect of not submitting these changes is that the
changes themselves are lost; status of the program itself is not threatened. As discussed above, Japanese patent practices provide ample opportunities to change a specification in the national stage. Most applicants request an investigation in Japan after receiving the results of prosecution in Europe or the United States, and can therefore use this
knowledge to determine what changes to include in Japan. Nationalization Deadline The due date for nationalization of the PCT application to Japan is 30 months from the date of priority, regardless of whether or not a preliminary investigation was requested. Publication (Laying Open) In Japan, all applications are added open (published in the Patent Office
Official Gazette) 18 months after submission or priority date, as is previously. After the application is published, any third party may submit relevant past art to JPO. This article suggests using this procedure to obtain stronger patents for applicants. An applicant may also request early publication of the patent application at any time as long as certain has
been fulfilled, including the submission of priority documents and a Japanese language translation of an application filed in a foreign language. Withdrawal of a request for expedited publication is not allowed, and in general the application is published about three months after the request is filed. Preliminary patent protection is available based on a published
application. A warning letter can be sent to potential infringements that require compensation for unauthorized exploitation of a claimed invention, as published, which can be enforced after issuing a patent. If in certain situations, the expedited publication procedure can be used as a means of a letter to potential violations. Such an approach could serve to
improve injury rates and bring potential offenses to the negotiating table. Request for examination JPO will not examine a patent application until a request for investigation is filed with official fees, which are based on the number of claims. Now applicants have three years from the date of filing in Japan to submit such a request. If a request for an exam has
not been submitted within the deadline, the application will be deemed withdrawn. There is no solution to restore an application that is deemed withdrawn. A third party may request an examination of any placed open patent, in which case JPO will notify the applicant. Accelerated survey scrutiny can be accelerated for any Japanese patent application that
has a corresponding foreign application. To speed up the survey, the applicant must provide a copy of at least one search or survey report. When an accelerated survey is requested, a first Office action is typically issued within four months, compared to about one year or more for common applications. Voluntary changes As long as no new case is
introduced, voluntary changes may be made before the first office action and within the response period for the office actions. When you submit an appeal request, changes can be submitted within 30 days of filing the complaint. New case JPO, like most patent offices around the world, will not allow applicants to introduce new case in application during the
prosecution of an application. The definition of what constitutes a new case is very strict in Japanese practice. Usually, unless specific parallel wording can be found within the specification as first filed, it is difficult to add such wording to the claims. When the applicant can show that the wording of the specification clearly dedposes such language, it is
sometimes possible to add the language to the claims. A certain amount of repetitive text using varied terms and phrases should be included in most specifications. This provides more avenues for future claims changes. This approach should also be considered when preparing PCT applications to be submitted abroad because support for the Japanese
national phase application must be in the original PCT Information that provides practice Japan does not have a formal system corresponding to the United States Information Disclosure Statement system. However, Japan has a procedure for any party to provide a JPO examiner with relevant prior art for a patent application under consideration by providing
copies of relevant documents to the JPO. This system, known as the information that provides practice, was developed to allow parties with relevant knowledge or information in a particular field, primarily potential competitors, to notify the examiner of past art that is not considered in the examination of an application. Applicants can also use the information
that provides practice effectively to ensure that the result of a patent application's prosecution is a strong patent, which can withstand resistance or disability litigation. Such a patent is a valuable licensing resource since competitors will always search for past art that is relevant to a patent before accepting a license. Previous art cited in search and
investigation reports should be filed as a type of Information Disclosure Statement in all cases, to ensure that the resulting patent will withstand an opposition or invalidation trial and to provide the best opportunities for licensing. Detailed description of the invention Enablement and inventive step requirements are stricter in Japan than in the United States.
The middle concept that is narrower than US claims, but still broader than specific examples, helps to obtain broader Japanese patents. Please see the examples below on the intermediate concept. Please note that such a description can be added by submitting a domestic priority application similar to CIP in the United States, if the domestic priority
application is filed within one year of the First Priority Date of the United States. Example (How to, When, and What) (1) select A --- &gt; How to select A. (2) renew --- &gt; When you want to renew. (3) status --- &gt; What status. Applicants who use this practice will be able to license or enforce their patents faster and more efficiently in Japan. Rejection of
The Examiner (Office Action) Japan has a first-to-file system. After reviewing an application, a JPO examiner will issue a notice of remuneration or an Office action, citing reasons why the program was rejected. Justification for rejecting an application is listed below. New case was introduced in the application by change The applicant is resident in a country
that does not grant reciprocal privileges to Japanese residents Non-statutory subject Lack of novelty Lack of ingenuity The applicant was not the first to submit a patent application for the alleged invention The alleged invention is revealed in a previous patent application filed by another applicant and later published The Invention is responsible for opposing
public order , morale or public health Application was not filed by all joint owners The patent was granted in violation of the provisions of a treaty Specification does not describe the invention in a way ready and complete for the invention to be carried out by a person who has common skill in the art with which the invention concerns the permissible claims are
not (i) supported by the specification; and (ii) clear, concise and written in accordance with the patent rules Unity of invention is not satisfied An English-language patent application was originally filed, and the Japanese language translation of the English version includes case that was not revealed in the English version The applicant is not the inventor and
has no right to obtain patent Japanese Patent Act § 29 (1) , which is related to the novelty of an invention , was amended and became effective in 2000 to say that a patent cannot be granted for an invention publicly known or practiced outside japan's borders. Therefore, an invention that is publicly demonstrated or sold in the United States, for example,
before a U.S. priority application was filed, may be banned from patent protection. At the same time, the amended law extends the definition of publishing to include not only documents printed on paper, but also material distributed publicly over electronic communication networks with broad access such as the internet. These changes apply in the same way
as the obvious requirements defined in Section 29 (2) of the Patent Act. Office Action will list a deadline, usually three months for foreign applicants, where a response can be submitted. A single three-month extension can be automatically obtained upon application. If the examiner is not convinced by the answer, another, final rejection or decision on
rejection will be issued. Changes in response to a final rejection are limited in their scope. Interviewing sensor Interviewing sensor is often an excellent way to help sensor understand the invention. Often, the examiner will suggest permissible requirements. Appeal An applicant may appeal a decision on the rejection of a patent application. A notice of
complaint must be submitted within 90 days of the final rejection, and any changes to the application must follow within 30 days of that. The main sensor will first assess the patent application and new changes. If he or she still does not believe the application is allowed, it will then be reviewed by a complaint board that usually consists of three sensors.
Registration and publication When the remuneration has been made and the issuance fee has been paid, the patent comes into existence when the patent is specified in the patent register. At this time, a patent number will be awarded and a patent certificate will be sent to the applicant. The term patent is 20 years from the Japanese filing date. The contents
of the patent as specified in the patent register will be published in the Patent Gazette. Opposition In Japan, once a patent is granted, it is published for opposition in the Patent Gazette. Any third party can submit an opposition to the granting of a patent within six months of publication for opposition. The rationale for a similar to the basis for the rejection of an
application from a sensor. In an opposition, however, grounds based on common ownership, unit of invention, claims that do not comply with patent rules, and lack of right to obtain patent do not apply. As with an appeal, an opposition is most often heard by a group of three examiners. The patent owner will have the opportunity to change the specification or
requirements to the extent permitted by a final Office action. Due to the availability of the opposition tool, and the relative ease on which it can be used, it may be inadvisable under certain circumstances to send warning letters related to a newly granted patent until after the end of the opposition period. Similarly, patent holders should factor the opposition
period in the time of entering into licensing negotiations with potential infringements. Disability complaint In Japan, any third party with a commercial interest negatively affected by a patent may initiate proceedings to initiate a disability trial. Unlike, for example, the procedure in the United States, Japanese disability litigation is heard by a JPO appeal board.
These trials are very common in Japan, underscoring the need for patent applicants to secure the strength of a patent before attempting to enforce it. The basis for initiating a disability trial is similar to the basis for a sensor rejection of an application. But grounds based on the claims that comply with patent rules requirements and the unit of the invention are
not available in a disability trial. A patent owner's loss of foreign priority or benefits of the provisions of a treaty, and failure to comply with corrections in specification or requirements to meet statutory requirements are further grounds for initiating a disability trial. In a disability case, the patent owner will always have the opportunity to limit the claims through
change to avoid the invalidity of the entire patent. One of the reasons why dependent claims, which are narrower than an independent requirement, are not always necessary in Japanese practice, is that in the event of further previous art presented in a disability trial, the patent owner can simply limit existing requirements to eliminate this art. The disability
complaint will be delayed pending review of a change. If we recommend that a reasonable number of narrower claims should be included when issuing a patent. Infringement proceedings initiated in court may remain pending the results of a disability trial. This period can last for two years or more. Licensing Patent lawyers in Japan can act as agents on
behalf of clients to negotiate and create contracts. Patent specifications should be prepared for future favorable license terms. Specifications filed with a licensing target in mind can be more than twice as many pages compared to those prepared without licensing reasons. This is because the extra language patents and makes licensing a much more
attractive option for potential infringements than litigation. In Japan, all exclusive licenses must be registered with JPO, of which the rights holder has the right to sue for violations. Violation The remedy for infringement includes order and compensation for damages. Indirect infringement of a patent right occurs when a third party makes, uses, sells, offers to



sell or import an article that can only be used for the manufacture of a patented product or to work a patented process. Because it is very difficult to prove exclusive use of the technology, indirect violations are very rarely recognized by courts in Japan. The Doctrine of Equivalents (DOE) Japan recognizes a doctrine of equivalents, and the recent precedent
that the doctrine has been set by the Supreme Court in a 1998 decision in the case of Tsubakimoto Seiki v Tei Eichi Kei. In Tsubakimoto, the Supreme Court ruled that an accused product would be considered to be the equivalent of a claimed invention, even if a particular claim element was missing, when: The element is not an important feature of the
alleged invention; The claimed invention achieved the object and effect of the invention even after the element is replaced with a function of the accused product; The compensation would have been obvious when the accused product was made, to a person who has common skill in the art in which the invention applies; The accused product was not identical
to or obvious from the previous art; and The accused product does not match one that was deliberately excluded from the claim under the prosecution Japan's patent law stating that the goal of the law is to advance Japan's industry. In recent years, JPO has often announced that the position is pro-patent rights. In fact, recent changes to Japanese patent law
have generally strengthened patent protection in Japan. JPO, courts and Congress strengthen intellectual property rights in Japan. These trends will continue and increase the value of inventions to nurture new industries. Aside from the traditional Japanese approach to protect many small improvements, a strategic approach to protecting core inventions with
an eye for enforcement will become more important. Shared vision is created only through real communication with customers. When we understand our customers, we contribute with our thought, and new IP strategies are created. With this new vision, new energy starts its life. We like to move with our customers towards this new vision! If you have any
questions, please feel free to contact Aki Ryuka on click here. We welcome the challenge of difficult questions and the setting of new standards. PageTop PageTop
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